GSU STEERING COMMITTEE MINUTES
WEDNESDAY, 15th., 1989

Facilitator: Jean
In Attendance: Alan, Tad, Mark, Graham, Tama, Frank, Matt, Simone, (David)

This meeting was held in East Pyne, Room 117, at 7:30 p.m.

Shapiro's Forum: (Alan) David Miller, an undergraduate, is one of the organisers of a public meeting at which President Shapiro (and other PU administrators - including Deans Z. and L., and Tom Wright) will field questions from the floor. The meeting, tentatively scheduled for April 4th., will have a rigid format (details withheld). The main question is whether the GSU should lend its name to this event. It was unanimously agreed that Grad. students should be encouraged to attend. Complaints should also be solicited from Grad. students. (Maybe the GSU should appoint some representatives to speak at the meeting.) It was agreed that, whatever the upshot of Gradification Fortnight, the GSU should lend its name to this event.

Meeting Times: (Jean) 9:00 p.m. is now the permanent time-slot for Steering Committee meetings. (No other time is convenient for everyone.)

Stipends: The letter to Dean Turk is ready to send. What should we do next? (It all depends on the results. - Articles in PWB and NW might be called for.)

ABD Petition: (Tama) We will have yellow ballots for ABD's during gradification fortnight.

Miscellaneous Stuff: (All) We should consider producing a Survival Guide for incoming students. We should also look into the possibility of getting some time at Orientation Sunday. (There was also some discussion of details of Gradification Fortnight - especially of ballotting protocol. These details needn't go into the minutes.)

Graham volunteered to Facilitate the next meeting. It should be brief.

Graham Oppy